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Tears of the Dragon
A story of my journey through life and transformation.
This book of poems began in 1984 or perhaps before.
However, it goes on today as does my journey through life
and through it’s many, many experiences.
There was a time when I thought life was not worth living,
but over the years and because of a very special man I met,
my life changed and took on meaning.
It may not always be easy to read, for the poems came from
the depths of my despair to ultimate love and joy in Christ.
Yet that you will see within the word.
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Part 1
Moments in Time

Our Father
Moments of love in the things from our fathers’ heart are of
greater value than what he could not express. His pride and
joy and the happiness shown for our gentle beauty that he
sees no more.
What he could not reveal was his innocence and fear, and a
thousand expressions of childhood missed in the corridors of
time. Moving too quickly through shadows that hid tears, too
numerous to count, yearning to be more.
His love rushes like a waterfall crashing over high places to
fall into an abyss or run out and tumble with eternity.
Perhaps lay in frozen silence for a millennium to one day
find itself on a far shore and hope for more.
Sometimes it is too much to believe that he was more than
he seemed and yet less than he became though all he could
be were whispers of silence that fall heavy in time.
Memories left fell to the earth and are no more.
No longer seen in droplets of moist air that bleed into a
million sunsets he no longer can see in the ages of leaves,
brown and tattered, they fall into the lives of those he left
who want for more.
1984

Flying High

I stood upon the lip of a volcano
Looked into the glow of redden coals
Felt the icy shiver of an ageless wind
The trembling ground beneath my feet

Falling - not knowing what my end
I find myself astride - a fiery dragon
Emerald scales, glowing jeweled eyes
Iridescent silver wings bore me high

Into the moonlit midnight sky
Where we did soar the heights then
Set me down upon the grassy slopes
A velvet comforter of deepest green

Where we did climb the heights
Gaze upon the high majestic peaks
And the wonders set before our eyes
The bright clear dawn of a new day

1984

When
When thoughts take wing
And fly to insurmountable heights
When like a wet-slick umbrella
I stand - shedding emotions like rain
When the the peak of laughter
Reaches the depths of despair
When the anguish of soul
Is smothered by flames of passion
When I knock at the door and
Enter only because no one answers
When the fear in my heart
Echos the loneliness of being
When I enter the dark abyss
Sucked from the vortex of existence
March 1984

The Quest
To be or not to be is
A question - but
Whether tis kinder
To be oneself
Or Captured by
Another’s thoughts
Distortion of soul
Is sadder than
A clumsy rendering
Of Shakespear
To live by
Another’s heart desire
Or by our own
That is the question!
May 1985

Thoughts
To write thoughts
in prose or verse
These things morbid
often without joy
Sad to feel
anguish in words
Someday know the
warmth - joy of
But then, it
is read within
That is a future
in itself is
A kind of joy!

May 1985

Childlike
What would it be like
to smile
With the face seen as
a child
Cheerful glance, shout
of greeting
Timeless joy that fills
my being

To feel warmth love
and affection
Chance for one just a
single rejection
This is the one thing I
Am told
I must of need willingly
take hold
With distrust I fear to let
it near
So lonelieness is my shadow
held dear
June 1985

For (Lucy) Lusiina
Sleep little love one
Your troubles now gone
Sandman is coming
He’ll take you home
You’ll sleep in the house
Where eternity dwells
And dream of the past
Memories now gone
Some things you’ll take
Tucked fondly within
But it won’t be the fear
Or the pain pressing in
Warm kiss - soft smile
Gentle breath on cheek
Tender touch of caress
Love laid at your feet
From mommy and daddy
And all those who care
These are the memories
You’ll take with you there.
July 1985
In 1985, after leaving hospital nursing, I took care of
children who were terminally ill, for the most part.
Lusiina was the first of those children.
She died age 2 from Kreb’s disease, a terminal illness.
In my family, alcohol and anger were the dominant
ways of dealing with pain and so I never learned to
manage my own pain and sorrow.
Thus, began my journey into depression and mental
illness (at least that’s what the doctors call it), and
ultimately drug use.
These poems reflect my journey to healing.

The Leaf
The leaf
Its color fading
To wish
the green return
Is futile
foolish some say
It hangs
fragile silk thread
Reach to
catch the gold
Or wait
For fall winds.

November 1985

Part 2
Time Unfolding
Each of the following poems were written for a class
in poetry at Evergreen State in Vancouver WA.
Some are Haiku and whatever other style we were
instructed to use in constructing a poem.

Dreams

Dreaming
Sunlight and
Deep shadows
Green trees
Being _________________________ stone footpaths

Dreaming
Experiences
Of life’s
Green stones
Becoming __________________ joy, fear, misgiving

Dreaming
Life of
sunshine
Green dragons
Believing _______________flowers bloom, laughter

March 1986

Flush of Angels Wings
A wet blanket smothers the heat of that which lingers in the
minds of men hungry for that which crosses the sky as surely
as the son revealing itself
The truth swells fearful and awkward
Things we dare not look for, though once we see they are not
hidden, but open for everyone - they fall like rain into our
lives tears seep down into the earth nourishing the ground
and rain fills the heart to bring forth
Flowers of poetic passion burst in the darkness
A tide of hidden truth revealed in the visions of those who
believe in ghosts that walk past on their way to God knows
where if he even is and would if we dared to follow
The trail of unfulfilled dreams long ago
Its cry is sung in the night a mournful song from the lips of
those unable to speak for their voices are locked in the
hidden vaults too afraid to open and let the fresh air of
tomorrow sweep the dust from shining
Black floors reflecting...
Songs of the soul shout ‘sing baby sing’ for a melody unsung is
an unlived dream left in darkened crushed shadows and dusty
corners where butterfly wings never having seen the light
now faded and gone long for the cocoon as the caterpillar
moves softly upon the face of the earth
Waiting for its moment in time
Wrappings slowly unwind to enclose what cannot be perhaps
seen where there is nothing until the song breaks the circle
and light streams in - wind sifts time to become
Whatever is meant to become
Crystal and sparkling diamond of brilliance shine bright stars
in the abyss to transform shadows into rainbows of radiance
that capture the flush of angels wings
Spreading across the face of the son

Flower of Life
By far the greatest treasure I hold
is your love and the joy in loving
you whom I judge the most
Yet the faults within myself are
seeds of wild flowers multiplied
So it is not to you I must look
Into my own inner house
I find a welcome mat
Large enough for two
One other thing my love is that
Within your faults lie unseen virtues
Sweet as the petals of a new rose

Hope

Fragile as butterfly wings
Though never forgotten - hope
Lay in crushed shadows til
From ripened cocoons

Tints, hues of color - patterns
Catch the suns warmth of
Gods holy promise - hope
Across the sun spread

Completion nears as thought
Never-ending soar the
Ultimate journey within - hope
Opens to the creating.

December 25, 1991

Tears of the Dragon
No matter how full the sky
It still lies empty and he
wanders past the waterfall
but never looks within
The mist catches the sun
giving it back to the light
the tears of the dragon
fall into the ground
Its moisture seeps in
and fills up the earth
Whitened teeth smile
in welcome; no matter
How full the sky
there is not enough light
the darkness lies empty
then comes the dawn
The light pushes shadows
down under the ground
and we begin to believe
that the darkness is gone
But its merely hidden
by the light of the sun
and tears of the dragon
seep into the earth
Moisture trickles from
eyes swollen and heavy
with tears pushing
the sun out of the sky
A puddle of moisture
flow under the earth
dries tears of the dragon
who finally lies sleeping
October 17, 1992

Trails End
Movement in shadows
Furtive tense stillness
a Scrabbling sound
Perhaps an injured bird
With a broken wing
Like the wounded hawk
But no - I see you now
Your blue piercing eye
A hit n run artist finally
Caught in some trap
There’s no trust there
You have your reasons
This’s a first for you
Lessons are learned long
On hard sharp trails
I doubt you’d err twice
And I’d let you go, but
Your fierce relentless nature
Stays my hand - Besides
I like your inquisitive stare.

March 1993

Sands of Time
I wonder will you still love me if I ever stop
smiling
even when the truth falls between us sharp
as a knife that cuts the stoney silence
a crash of thunder that separates us
from what we truly believe

Words that are never spoken yet mean everything
those implied are mute deaf dumb and blind
untouched by human lips In a moment
hands touch the arm and encircle the
heart embraced by soft words yet

What is left to say when we fail to say the words that
have no sound and so they remain unspoken
and the truth lies when lips are sealed as
the sigh sleeps on waiting for moments

Whether we can see with eyes too clouded denies
what is real or known without being told
yet someone has to or it never is said
and the evening dark hides in light
waiting to shine on innocence
To wait for the day when it is or can be washed upon
a distant shore of crashing waves full of power
passion strong against the sands of time
without end but some things do
and this poem is one ...
The end

Part 3
Unfolding Moments

Endings and New Beginnings
The first day of spring racing winds blow
Tears fall from heaven - angels weep
Frozen in silence they shatter the stillness
The light of God awakens the morning
Yet the son’s bright glow is overshadowed
Dark clouds and fears of summer rain
A curtain of darkness hangs heavy above and
The light of love still lights up the dawn
March 21, 1994

Claude, my step-father, is dying of emphysema. This is
the second father lost - beyond understanding - I feel the
loss and that in itself is a miracle - to feel.
Another miracle is that in 1989, after entering recovery
from abuse and addictions, I invited God into my life.
Around 1991, I came to realize the legitimacy of Jesus
Christ and accepted him as my Lord and Savior.
The following poems reflect that new found relationship
with God and Messiah Jesus in my life.

His Word
If I am lost His word is my guide
Naked it clothes me in warmth;
If I am imprisoned it frees my heart
to explore the wonders of His word
If in a storm, it is a secure shelter;
Distressed it is my peace within;
If at work, His word’s an instrument;
At play, music of happiness I find
If I am ignorant, it teaches wisdom;
When sinking, it’s my firm ground.
If I am cold, it’s the fire of my soul;
Discouraged, it’s my comfoter.
If I am weary, His word is my rest;
In darkness, it’s a bright light.
If I am hungry, it feeds and nourishes;
Fearful it is my armor strong.
November 1996

Prince of Peace
(Written for the 1996 Peace Dialog and later renames)
In the Night
Shepherds lie asleep in peace
Quiet in the desert night
Awoke to hear the angels sing!
Sing a song on earth of peace
Quiet in the dark of night
Angels voices - raised in song!
Still the world longs for peace
Quiet in the deep of night
A multitude with songs to sing!
Sing and pray for Gods peace
Quiet in the heart of night
Awaken to His promised song!
Still praise His name is Peace
Quiet now the cry of night
All come forth today and sing!
February 15, 1996

The Cross
I asked someone just the other day
Could she tell me please
“Why the cross is hung this way?”
She turned and gazed upon the cross
A swag of deepest mourning
Hung about like back rose-moss
“If Jesus Christ is indeed the Savior
Who died to save your life
Then I wonder at such odd behavior
“Consider that He made a choice
This is not to sorrow but
Because of it - you should rejoice!”
She listened to all that I said
And thought upon my words
Then finally answered me this way
“We do not mourn that which he gave
But that we were the ones you see
who took his life into the grave.”
“Still it seems” I was insistent
“That the reason you live is
Because for you he died innocent.”
“Yes, and while in our remembrance
Is sadness and there is also hope
Of forgiveness in His deliverance.”
“To suffer was the cross he chose.”
I said, “And one thing is not denied.
From out his death, eternal life arose.”

March 31, 1996

The Journey
In 1997, I believe it was, I made a trip from Washington to
Indiana, then down to Georgia and the Louisiana Bayou, making
my way across Texas and New Mexico to Arizona before going the
final leg of the journey back home to Washington.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I looked throughout the land - upon which I trod
and chanced to glimpse - the face of God.
Searching o-er every rock, mountain and stone;
Highways and hills - that I walked alone.
A myriad of wonders - filled me with awe
Amazing sights - no artist could draw.
Lines on His face - carved a rugged landscape
Clouds of grey shadow - hung about as a cape
Then moved swiftly across - His forehead strong
Doing His best to right - what people do wrong
The clear blue of His eyes - covered the land
Held closely by - His sweet loving hand.
Black piney brush formed brow - o-er His eye
Nested by hawks - circling high in the sky
Beneath which - as my eyes quickly scanned it
Was a stern visage - sheer cliffs of granite
And into my life - where He did stick His nose
Has helped me to write - this simple prose
Even demons to haunt - my dreams in the night
Are intended by Him - to give me insight
But wisdom and knowing - my open eyes see
Are also from Him - so that I might be
Accepting and gracious - His fine gifts in my life
That help me to live - without trouble or strife
When straight from his mouth - often winds blow
Cold, wet or frigid - warm balmy and slow
The gifts are given - without counting the cost
But if I fail to notice - their value is lost

Rewards and reprimands - are disciplines of life
Some soft as a kiss - others sharp as a knife
But one things for sure - I have nothing to fear
Accept his fine gifts - and the lessons so clear
Enjoy spring flowers - and soft summer rains
Endure with patience - the hot sad dreary plains
Delight in the fast slide down - what a thrill Before laboring on my way - up the next hill
Leaning against - the rough bark of His chin
I can sense keen joy - in His bold gentle grin
Quickly I take the challenge - entrusted to me
Moving closer each day - to my true destiny
While the goal is unknown - and far out of sight
I strive to see more - in the dawn’s early light
But so often I find myself - broken and bleeding
Pushing too hard - not hearing His heeding
“Slow down my child - don’t quicken the pace
Take some pleasure - in fine satin and lace
Notice all of your life - the sun crossing the sky
Both sweet and sour - like good cherry pie
“Stop, look and listen - to the silence of sound
All those noises - down under the ground
To the hot blistered sky - bleeding into sunset
Softness of nightfall - it’s beauty unmet.
“And the colorful desert - is a treasure grand
The wonders there - embrace the hot sand.
Watch closely now - for some old and new;
Things undiscovered - in desert and bayou.
“You’ve taken the good - and survived the bad
Learned it’s okay - to be both happy and sad
You’ll find a way home - and at journey’s end
Is another trail - just around the bend!”

Yesterday
A fanciful poem that reminds me of past poems but has
more of a fun element to it.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Did I tell you yesterday I picked up a handful of words and
flung them into the silence of tomorrows yet unborn that are
and likely will become ...
He heard the sound as they splashed across time - a wave of
color in motion - moving upon ancient shores so far away we
cannot begin to imagine the promise they hold
Trying to push the moment into now - droplets trickle down
and green creeps in between shutters to bring new life and
blind eyes stay open to see the sounds of sunshine
And what else is there to hear but sharp crashing symbols of
love that ring loud as the sound of angels whose wings shed
their music in the flutter of time passing unheard
Promises push aside deep shadows of doubt that seek words to
probe the depth of understanding yet fail and frightful it is to
sow dark seed and See despair burst into bloom
Coming from soil so black planted in minds too narrow - all
movement ceases and loneliness becomes something thought of
as silence a joyful noise that sing songs of praise
We glory in what is there and write what has not been as the
whisper of sound whose movement goes unseen - repeated as
empty words needing to be filled
Yet they create meaning over and over never as still as my
beating heart splashing across the landscape to awaken the
rush of rivers over the earth flowing down
From melting mountains they become streams of words that
tumble forth like children entering life’s playground over and
through meadows of laughter delighting in springtime.

Our Father’s House
The first church I joined upon becoming a Christian was where
God sent me. It was a wonderful church. But then, something
happened and in spite of my prayers and best efforts to talk to
the pastor about it, nothing seemed to help and so I left.
That church body is no more and a new group of Christian has
taken over. This was written regarding the former events.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Welcome to Our Father’s House
Your voices welcomed me in
Found inside this house of God
Shadows of greed and sin
Pockets of darkness fill the house
Beckoning with a sly grin
A house brings ruin upon itself
When evil lurks within
God looks down upon every house
His patience wearing thin
Search them all stem to stern
All you women and men
Sweep every corner of God’s house
Let the cleaning begin
Fill His house with light and love
Don’t let the darkness win.
Sept 22, 1996

My True Love
Once more I send you my true love
Shining like the moon in its fullness
Opening my heart as rose petals
Send forth sweet fragrance of flowers
Break out in blossom and song!
Sing out with God’s great glory
Bless Him for all He has done
Sing to the world of His greatness
With music of harp and sweet song
Sing of your love with great praises!
Let go your fear - trust only in Him
Of things both unseen and unknown
And hold onto His love perfected
In its own time every need is supplied
Rains fall from heaven - rivers do rise

Created from a verse in the Apocrypha

Hourglass
There is a way of
knowing that what seems
to be is not and I cannot make it so but
to speak in truth makes more real that which
is not so it can be one day honest love beating in rhythm
one to the other we love and like sands in the hourglass
our love never runs out but is renewed by moments
as we turn endings into
new beginnings and winter becomes spring
moving into summer and fall each with
its moment in time running out and
its beauty replaced by freshness
gradually as the shifting
falling sands only
when I lose my
sense of
wonder and awe
are struggles conceived in
darkness and fears enter in moving
swift as the still hand of death to be held
gently in a moment of remembrance knowing
its time will come but now is a time for adventure and
keen joy in my silent laughter as we run and tumble
through wind rain and flashes of lightening which
are not to fear but rejoice in as they blow
the dust of countless ages washed clean
in seconds as new insights flood the
mind opening to possibilities

Journey of Love
Not so long ago my love
It seems like yesterday
I looked into the sunshine
Of your smile and beheld
The warmth of love fulfilled
Beckoning across a
Meadowland of flowers
I followed a trail of
Laughter over miles
Of our lives and along
The way we journeyed
Through thorns and deserts
found childhood memories
lost in fleeting moments of
pleasure forever fragrant
Dreams of forgotten lies
Drifting across our hearts
Lead me back to the one
He stands patient - waiting
Awaiting the touch of love
Tender heart strings sometimes
Wound tight in endless longing
Spring back each time to
Sing of loves sweet embrace
Tulips reach to satisfy
In pleasure as our fingertips
Brush away shadows of pain
Revealing the light of love
Rushing over waterfalls
A river flowing through

Remember Darlin’
Warm yourself by the fire in winter
Take a walk by the river in spring
Sit cool in the warm shade of summer
In the fall, watch the leaves and the rain
When you think of our memories together Remember Darlin
For you I will always be there
Awake to the soft dawn of morning
Work hard in the bright light of day
Relax in serene peaceful evenings
In the night, find rest from the day
When you dream of our memories together
Remember darlin’
With you I will always belong
Hold securely to the young infant
Play with the toys of your child
Remind the youth of our moments
Let go when they’re finally grown
When you speak of our memories together
Remember darlin’
Together we will always be strong

I Am
I am...
A poet
an artist
and
a loving mother
in quest of my dreams
and
a woman
on a spiritual
journey of many years
and
a student
of life and people
I know...
God
myself
and
other people
and
what love is and is not
about
and compassion
in the heart of humanity

Brandy An Coffee Marks
December 1996

Part 4
Journey On

On the Water
He walks upon the waves of the sea
And I wonder amazed how can that be?
My desire reaches out to touch and to be
I want everything he does and is to me
I stare - bewildered - eyes wet with dew
And wonder amazed in a world so new
Looking down, wondering how can it be?
As I find myself walking out on the sea
Then sinking - like sand in an hourglass
Fear pierces my heart as I cry softly, alas!
I feel then his touch on my wet cold hand
And I’m eager to reach safe the dry land
Then like a child once lost and now found
Joy is a comfort that sings without sound
And I feel forever the warmth in my heart
As I know for sure from him I’ll not part.

October 2012

Prophecy Fulfilled
Twilight of the Spirit
Deep sleep cleanse
Sacred bells ring
Seeds of Orient
Spread before all
Essence of Life
Shared as one
Exempt in desire
Revive quiet hope
Shared joy brief
Wanders journey on

Final Preparation
Full ship conceals
Mystery drama born
Obedient to cause
Flow into center
Body Mind Soul
Replete with motion
Again as one
Action sought unwise
Found within another
Renewal of hope

Completion Attained
Sleep in darkness
Awake and pursue
Rest in completion
Deny the haste
Blood seed unripe
Evermore cast away
Harvest will Yield
Gleaning in season
Obedient Gods will
Release into glory

1989
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Thank You!
A word of thanks from the author/poet
I pray that this book of poems was a blessing to you.
At the age of 71 it still amazes me what God has done in my
life. A professed atheist since age 15, thirty-five years later
when I invited God into my life and later accepted his son,
Jesus as my Lord and Savior he blessed me beyond measure
This doesn’t mean my life is perfect, what it mean is that
my life is perfectly wonderful.
In my early thirties, I became seriously suicidal and it was
only through, what I realize now was, the grace of God that
I survived. There are moments since God came into my life
that the thought of suicide roams briefly through my mind,
but I know now, that is not the answer. Satan uses all kinds
of sneaky ways to turn us from God.
Now, instead, I praise God for his presence and as I praise
and continue to trust God, He has proven Himself faithful.
God does not solve all your problems but he is there as you
trust Him to do the work and make things right. And He
always does - not the way I would or in my time, but let’s
face it, my ways are not the best. And I push to make it
happen before its time. It doesn’t work!
Remember, it's by Gods grace that you're saved and nothing
that you can do (trying to not sin) makes a different, rather
trust God and know that He will do a good work in you, then
you find that you can simply rest in His love and peace.
Jesus did all the work by dying on the cross for your sins, so
you are healed and do not have to suffer anymore!
It would be great if my testimony helps you decide for JEsus
but it you don’t, hey, that’s your problem where you choose
to spend eternity - heaven or hell. As for me and my house,
we chose to serve the Lord. Amen
.

